
Hoe Grange is a family owned farm and a proud member of the FarmStay 
group who promote tourism at working farms across the UK. Hoe Grange is 
set in the picturesque Derbyshire countryside nestled between the market 
towns of Matlock and Ashbourne. Hoe Grange has a number of different kinds 
of Eco Friendly accommodation including four lodges with award-winning 
disabled facilities and luxury Glamping Pods.

The owners of Hoe Grange had identified that occupancy in the lodges 
through the winter months could be improved and they contacted RotoSpa, 
the UKs only hot tub manufacturer, to investigate how the provision of hot 
tubs could help. After discussions the owners installed one DuoSpa hot tub 
on a cabin in the winter of 2016 and were immediately struck by the rise in 
interest in booking that lodge, the DuoSpa is a 2 seater spa with 550 Litre 
capacity making it very easy to drain, clean, refill and heat between guests.

With the first lodge proving a success it wasn’t long before a second lodge 
was upgraded with the purchase of a larger RotoSpa QuatroSpa 6 seater. This 
time with an Autofill mechanism which, at the touch of a button, can fill the 
spa to a set level with hot water supply linked to the farm’s eco-friendly 
BioMass boiler. Autofill also automatically tops the spa up if it loses water to 
evaporation or splashing, this means a reduction in maintenance visits to 
refill and higher customer satisfaction scores. This spa is also fitted with a 
supplementary touchpad to ensure that guests cannot accidently change 
settings on the spa.

With qualifying holiday lets being eligible to access trade prices for multiple 
purchases from RotoSpa UK there has never been a better time to cash in on 
the soaring rise in the number of UK holiday bookings.

Call us today for an informal chat about how we can 
help: 0121 354 3428 or email: info@rotospa.co.uk

For more information on Hoe Grange they can be contacted via their website: 
www.hoegrangeholidays.co.uk/
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